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Abstract

Multi-camera vehicle tracking at the city scale is an es-

sential task in traffic management for smart cities. Large-

scale video analytics is challenging due to the vehicle vari-

abilities, view variations, frequent occlusions, degraded

pixel quality, and appearance differences. In this work, we

develop a multi-target multi-camera (MTMC) vehicle track-

ing system based on a newly proposed Candidates Intersec-

tion Ratio (CIR) metric that can effectively evaluate vehi-

cle tracklets for matching across views. Our system con-

sists of four modules: (1) Faster-RCNN vehicle detection,

(2) detection association based on re-identification feature

matching, (3) single-camera tracking (SCT) to produce ini-

tial tracklets, (4) multi-camera vehicle tracklet matching

and re-identification that creates longer, consistent track-

lets across the city scale. Based on popular DNN object

detection and SCT modules, we focus on the development

of tracklet creation, association, and linking in SCT and

MTMC. Specifically, SCT filters are proposed to effectively

eliminate unreliable tracklets. The CIR metric improves ro-

bust vehicle tracklet linking across visually distinct views.

Our system obtains IDF1 score of 0.1343 on the AI City

2021 Challenge Track 3 public leaderboard.

1. Introduction

With recent advancement of AI computer vision, large-

scale video analytics for traffic management at a city level

is now possible. Real-time multi-target, multi-camera

(MTMC) vehicle tracking can provide rich information for

automatic traffic monitoring and management. Through the

pervasively deployed traffic cameras, automatic video ana-

lytics can improve traffic infrastructure design and conges-

tion handling [15].

Most approaches in MTMC adopt a tracking by detec-

tion scenario for multi-camera vehicle detection and track-

ing, as in Fig. 1. After vehicle detection via widely-used

deep neural network (DNN) detectors, the next step is on

how best to form vehicle tracklets in each view, as well as

how best to associate tracklets of the same vehicles across

views. Large-scale automatic video analytics systems must

handle large variability of vehicle types and appearances to

meet the accuracy and reliability requirements in the real

world. For applications such as vehicle re-identification,

large view variations cast a significant challenge in vehicle

re-identification across views. Similarly, how best to per-

form space-time vehicle tracklet association across views is

important for vehicle counting and traffic analysis.

In MTMC vehicle tracking, the aforementioned factors

of detection and tracking need to be considered jointly

with additional factors such as camera synchronization, re-

identification, traffic regulations, computational efficiency,

power consumption and the availability of annotated data

that further increase complication. Also note that how best

to perform MTMC tracklet linking is essentially the re-

identification of vehicles across views.

Existing works [17, 9] only rely on simple Euclidean dis-

tance or cosine similarity to calculate tracklet association

across cameras. Also, only the best matching score was

considered in their strategy for pairwise tracklet associa-

tion. It may lead some grouping errors if the Re-ID feature

is not robust enough. To address this problem, we propose

a new Candidate Intersection Ratio (CIR) metric which

can better leverage the ranking information in evaluating the

connectivity between tracklets across cameras.

In this paper, we perform MTMC vehicle tracking via

a bottom-up tracklet matching strategy. Based on state-of-

the-art DNN vehicle detections[19], single-camera tracking

(SCT) is first performed in each camera view to create initial

tracklets. We propose three tracklet filtering strategies to

fine-select reliable tracklets for consideration. Namely, we

propose the CIR tracklet matching algorithm to associate

tracklets across views with better feature aggregation. The

CIR metric evaluate the similarity between tracklets with

entire ranking information. The matching algorithm clus-

ters these tracklets as a tree structure. Our method can han-

dle large appearance variabilities of the vehicles from vari-



Figure 1. We target at the Track 3 Challenge on the multi-target multi-camera (MTMC) Vehicle Tracking of the AI City Challenge

2021. Based on the provided vehicle detection and single-camera tracking (SCT) baselines, the task in this challenge is on how best to

association vehicle tracklets across a large number of camera views, while minimizing the erroneous matching of vehicles of very similar

appearances as well as keeping correct matches of vehicles from very distinctive views. We propose the Candidate Intersection Ratio (CIR)

metric and a CIR tracklet matching algorithm to effectively referencing to the feature ranking for better tracklet association.

ous viewing angles, distances, and brightness. Our pipeline

is efficient, as the overall MTMC optimization can be de-

composed into the individual SCT problems and the tracklet

association problem across views.

2. Related Work

Vehicle detection. Visual object detection is an ex-

tremely active field in computer vision since the blooming

of deep learning. See survey in [10]. The extensive amount

of literature can be organize into two categories based on

their network architecture: two-stage proposal driven and

one-stage (single-shot) approaches. In general, two-stage

methods (e.g., Faster-RCNN [19]) can achieve high de-

tection accuracy, and one-stage methods (e.g., SSD [13],

YOLOv4 [1]) can run faster.

Single-camera tracking (SCT). Many MTMC track-

ing methods are based on the tracking-by-detection [4]

schemes, e.g., [2, 3, 8]. Methods based on graph models

[20] solve detection association problem by minimizing a

designed total cost induced by the graph. Methods in this

category differ in how the graph is represented. In [20], de-

tections are treated as graph vertices, while in [22], tracklets

are treated as graph vertices. In general, detection-graph

based approaches (methods that treat each detections as a

graph vertex) may encounter two problems. (1) A funda-

mental assumptions is the independence of each graph ver-

tex (i.e. the detection across space and time). However, we

know the detected object should not be conditionally inde-

pendent across frames. Vehicles are frequently moving with

constant speed. Therefore, temporal continuity supported

by physical models should be leveraged effectively. (2) The

affinity matrix representation of a detection-tracking graph

is usually with high dimensionality, which makes it chal-

lenging to find the globally optimal solution. In compar-

ison, tracklet-graph based approaches (methods that treat

each tracklet as a graph vertex) can exploit the trajectory

information to better estimate the tracklet association rela-

tionship. With proper handling of tracklet generation, even

short tracklets can greatly improve the tracking association

robustness and computational speed.

Vehicle re-identification (Re-ID). Object re-

identification is the task of matching and searching

for targets in different scenes. Re-ID features that are

robust against occlusion and viewpoint changes can also

play an important role in tracklet formation and matching

in MTMC. The literature contains many works on person

Re-ID. In [7], a strong bag-of-tricks (BoT-BS) person Re-

ID baseline are presented, where features are first extracted,

and preliminary ranking are obtained after feature-based

sorting. Afterwards, weighted tracklet-feature based re-

ranking is used to produce the final Re-ID results. In [5], an

efficient, end-to-end, fully convolutional Siamese network

computes the similarities at multiple levels to train a person

Re-ID model. Vehicle Re-ID has wide applications in

smart transportation. In [12], information other than image



Figure 2. The proposed multi-camera vehicle tracking pipeline. Three tracker filters are added to effectively rule out unsuitable vehicle

tracklets generated by the TrackletNet tracker. In MCT, CIR similarity are calculated to measure the suitability to link tracklet across views,

which are used by a tree-based association algorithm for tracklet association. The result is a set of clustered forest of tracklets, where each

tree root represent an unique tracklet ID.

appearance features (such as vehicle license plates and

car model) are incorporated to improve vehicle Re-ID

accuracy.

Multi-camera tracking (MCT) methods perform track-

ing and tracklet association jointly across multiple cameras.

The multi-camera visual tracking pipeline in [14] estimates

similarity terms considering appearance and dynamic mo-

tion. The General Multi-view Tracking (GMT) framework

in [24] estimates the loss of the tracking targets by predict-

ing cross-camera trajectories. To reduce the large search

and matching space in MCT, [11, 21, 22] also considered

camera link models with spatio-temporal constraints. For

example, the unsupervised estimation process in [11] use

the two-way transition time distribution. In [21, 22], vehicle

speed estimation is used to establish the transition time dis-

tribution for each connected pair of vehicle across cameras.

Such reliable camera link model can significantly improve

cross-camera association accuracy, since the search space

for matching is effectively reduced.

3. Method

The proposed multi-camera vehicle detection and track-

ing pipeline consists of five main modules as shown in

Fig. 2: (1) vehicle detection using Faster R-CNN [19]

(§ 3.1), (2) vehicle Re-ID feature extraction using

ResNet101-ibn-a (§ 3.4), (3) Single-Camera Tracking

(SCT) using the TrackletNet Tracker (TNT) tracker [23] for

initial vehicle tracklet creation. (§ 3.2), (4) SCT tracklet fil-

tering to remove unreliable tracklet predictions (§ 3.3), and

(5) multi-camera tracking using the proposed Candidate In-

tersection Ratio (CIR) tracklet association (§ 3.5). The pro-

posed CIR metric can effectively evaluate the similarity of

each tracklets for improved association of tracklets across

views. We next describe detailed steps.

3.1. Vehicle Detection

Vehicle detection baselines from mainstream DNN mod-

els including Mask-RCNN [6], SSD512 [13], YOLOv3 [18]

are provided by the AI City Challenge organization. The

Mask-RCNN consists of Faster R-CNN [19] and the mask

module. Here we only uses the Faster R-CNN results as

vehicle detections.

Faster R-CNN is still considered one of the best object

detectors. On top of the design of convolution feature maps,

conv layers are added to build a regional proposal network

(RPN), which simultaneously outputs region bounds and

objectness score for each location. Thus, RPN is a full con-

volution network (FCN) that can be trained end-to-end to

generate high-quality region proposals, which are then sent

to the Fast R-CNN for detection. The input to RPN is the

raw image, and the output is a set of rectangular proposals

(vehicles), each with a target score. This method slides a

small network on the last shared convolution feature map to

generate region proposals. This network is fully connected

to an 3 × 3 spatial window of the input feature map. It

maps Each sliding window is mapped to a low-dimensional

vector, which is the input to two fully connected layers, a

regression layer, and a classification layer.



(a) (b)

Figure 3. Visual illustration of commonly observed problems produced by the TNT tracker [23]. (a) Detection box without an actual

vehicle. (b) an empty and fast “floating” detection box that typically move at an abnormally high speed.

3.2. SingleCamera Tracking (SCT)

We adopt the TrackletNet Tracker (TNT) [23], a graph-

based tracklet model for SCT. TNT takes per-frame vehicle

detections as input and performs SCT based on the follow-

ing three components: (1) trajectory generation, (2) trajec-

tory connectivity estimation, and (3) graph-based clustering

using the TrackletNet.

Trajectory generation. Given per-frame vehicle detec-

tion boxes, based on the camera motion and the appearance

similarity between two consecutive frames, vehicle track-

lets are generated through the intersection-over-union (IoU)

with epipolar geometry constraint compensation. Each gen-

erated tracklet is regarded as a node when constructing a

graph representation for tracklet generation.

Trajectory connectivity estimation. The weight of

each graph edge spanning the two nodes (tracklets) in the

graph measure the connectivity between two nodes, which

represents the possibility of the two respective tracklets be-

longing to the same vehicle. Such connectivity are calcu-

lated considering physics and appearance models for link-

ing tracklets [23].

TrackletNet graph-based clustering. The 4D posi-

tional information and 2048D appearance information of

each tracklet are spread out in a 64D time dimension. These

features are used in TrackleNet for calculating similarity

scores. TrackleNet also helps associate tracklets in within

each camera. Then, the method of [22] is used to perform

clustering to minimize the total cost in the graph. After

clustering, short tracklets with the same ID are combined

to form longer tracklets in a consistent manner.

3.3. SCT Tracklet PostProcessing and Filtering

Tracklets produced by the TrackletNet tracker can still

be broken or contain unwanted vehicles tracklets, in which

many can be reliably recovered or ruled out using rule-

based filtering. We first try to connect broken tracklets using

the Re-ID features described in § 3.4. We next propose three

simple but effective filters, namely speed filtering, stay time

filtering, IoU filtering, to rule out undesired tracklets before

feeding them for the consideration of CIR in § 3.5.

Re-ID appearance feature based tracklet linking. The

id of tracklets may change if overlapping happens. There-

fore, we connect the broken tracklets using appearance Re-

ID features described in § 3.4. We calculated the pairwise

cosine similarity of tracklets in a camera. The similarity be-

tween two tracklets is calculated with the last detection of

the first tracklet and the first detection of another tracklet.

Then, we can connect the tracklets by the similarity.

We observed three common problems of tracklets pro-

duced by the TrackletNet tracker, as shown in Fig. 3:

1. Tracklets without vehicle in the detected box that are

with high, unstable “floating” speed, as in Fig. 3. Such

high floating speed is due to the low confidence and er-

roneous detection and association of a false tracklet.
2. Tracklets without vehicle in the detected box, but with

constant speed or being stationary, and appearing in ei-

ther a very short or very long time span. Such false

tracklets are caused by erroneous vehicle detection re-

sponses.
3. Tracklets arisen from the parked cars on the street,

which are irrelevant and should not be accounted ac-

cording to the challenge setup.

We developed three types of tracklet filtering to address

the above three problems, which can rule out unsuitable

tracklets in each camera view.

Tracklet speed filtering rules out unreliably tracklets

with high “floating” speed by:

v − µv

σv

> τv, (1)

where vehicle velocity v is calculated using vehicle GPS po-

sitions and time stamps. The vehicle GPS coordinates can

be calculated via the planar homography mapping of the

image pixels to the GPS ground plane coordinates in terms

of longitudes and latitudes, and the camera calibration ho-

mography matrix is provided by the AI City challenge orga-

nization. µv is the average speed of tracklets in one camera,

and σv is the standard deviation of speed of tracklets, and

both can be calculated from the training set. µv and σv



represent the distribution of vehicle speeds in each camera,

and they are different for each camera. Threshold τv con-

trols the aggressiveness of the deletion of tracklets under

this rule. We empirically determine τv such that the amount

of removed tracklets does not exceed 3% of the total num-

ber of tracklets.

Tracklet stay time filtering removes tracklets with ir-

regularly staying time by:

∣

∣

∣

∣

t− µt

σt

∣

∣

∣

∣

> τt, (2)

where t denotes the during of a tracklet with fixed speed.

We empirically found that, in most cases the “empty” boxes

without a vehicle within it are highly unstable and appearing

irregularly in a short or long period of time. This rule can

effectively remove these erroneous tracklets.

Tracklet IoU filtering removes stationary vehicle track-

lets by:
boxs ∩ boxe

boxs ∪ boxe

> τiou, (3)

where boxs and boxe represent the first and last detection

boxes of a tracklet under consideration. If the IOU of the

first detection box and the last detection box is larger than

a given threshold, it represents a stationary (parked) vehicle

to be removed.

The removal of erroneous tracklets also significantly re-

duce the computational time of multi-camera tracking, as

only suitable tracklets are to be considered in the later stage.

3.4. Vehicle ReID Feature Learning

We extract vehicle re-identification features using

ResNet-101 together with IBN-Net-a. The Instance-

Batch Normalization Network (IBN-Net) [16] is a win-

ning method from the Drivable Area Segmentation con-

test of the 2018 WAD Challenge, where the goal is to

determine road that the vehicles drive on or regions they

can potentially drive on. Unlike ResNet as an indepen-

dent network, IBN-Net can be combined with other deep

learning models to improve performance without increasing

the computational cost. Here we combine IBN-Net with

ResNet-101 for Re-ID feature extraction. In this paper,

we do not leverage information other than image features

(such as vehicle license plate or make) for vehicle Re-ID.

IBN-Net can improve image appearance modeling via

the combination of two normalization layers: instance nor-

malization (IN) and batch normalization (BN). To reduce

the feature changes introduced by superficial appearance

without affecting the recognition of more profound content,

we only add IN to the superficial level. To better preserve

the image content in the superficial level, we replace half of

the BN in the superficial level by IN.

The difference between IN and BN is that IN uses statis-

tics of each sample to localize features. IN learned features

Figure 4. Camera locations in the AI City Challenge 2021 Track 3

MTMC test set.

should be less affected by appearance changes such as color,

style, and virtuality (vs reality). In comparison, BN uses

mini-batch with statistic mean and variance, and features

in each channel are normalized during training. BN is pre-

ferred in the case when the focus is image content. Also, BN

can speed up training and better learn distinguishing fea-

tures. In summary, IBN-Net can better learn vehicle styles

and image contents in the top layers.

3.5. Multitarget Tracking via CIR Association

Main objective of MTMC tracking is to perform vehicle

tracklet association across cameras, which consists of the

following steps.

Travel direction filtering. We infer the traveling direc-

tion of each vehicle using the GPS coordinates of the track-

lets. The GPS coordinates are obtained from the provided

homography calibration as discussed in § 3.3. We calculate

the cosine of the angle between two tracklets to determine

whether they are travelling in the same direction or not. If

the cosine angle < 0.5, the two vehicles are travelling in

different directions, and thus we do not considering linking

such tracklets together. Since all test cameras in the AI City

2021 challenge are deployed at a single road as in Fig. 4,

enforcing such travel direction filtering is very effective for

MTMC tracklet association.

Tracklet match pre-ranking. For the remaining track-

lets, we consider all possible pairwise matching across cam-

era views. Due to the large number of tracklets to consider,

for a target tracklet A in a camera view, consider all pos-

sible candidate tracklets in another view ranked ordered by

the Re-ID similarity scores calculated using the Re-ID fea-

tures from § 3.4. For a vehicle tracklet with multiple de-

tections, we calculate the mean and standard deviation of

vehicle detection feature at each frame to be used for cosine

similarity comparisons. We first consider candidate track-

lets with higher similarities according to:

sim− µsim

σsim

>= 1. (4)

where sim denotes the similarity between a tracklet A and

its candidate tracklets in the matching list LA. µsim de-



Figure 5. A CIR tracklet association example in the proposed

MTMC vehicle tracking. Here we consider the association of two

tracklet matching lists LA and LB , where LA contains three track-

lets {1, 2, 3} and and LB contains four tracklets {1, 4, 5, 6}. The

intersection of LA and LB is a single vehicle tracklet {1}. Ac-

cording to Eq. (6), CIR(LA, LB) =
1

min(3,4)
= 1

3
.

notes the mean of similarities of the matching list LA, and

σsim denotes the standard deviation of similarities of the

matching list LA. We can next calculate the ratio of chosen

tracklets to the total amount of possible tracklets by:

Rs =
Nc

Ntotal

(5)

where Nc represents the amount of the candidates in the

matching list LA, and Ntotal represents the total amount

of tracklets in the matching list LA. If Rs is bigger than

15%, we consider that the tracklet A does not matching any

tracklet. In this case, σsim is too small so that the similarity

between query tracklet and other tracklets is very close.

Candidate Intersection Ratio (CIR) tracklet match-

ing. We develop the CIR tracklet matching metric to eval-

uate the similarity between two tracklets for the calcula-

tion and ranking of tracklet associations iteratively, and the

association will be performed hierarchically similar to the

standard agglomerative clustering algorithm in hierarchi-

cal clustering. We follow a similar notation in consider-

ing a tracklet A with matching candidates LA and another

tracklet B with matching candidates LB . The CIR metric

for evaluating the association similarity of matching list of

tracklets LA and LB is defined as:

CIR(LA, LB) =
size(LA ∩ LB)

min(size(LA), size(LB))
(6)

Fig. 5 shows an example of the CIR metric calculation,

where the intersection of the matching list of two track-

lets are calculated according to Eq. (6) to determine if the

two tracklets should be associated together (i.e. merged or

linked, and regarded as the tracklets of the same vehicle

across views).

The CIR tracklet association algorithm performs itera-

tively by considering all such (LA, LB) pairs across views.

Initially, all distinct (un-associated) tracklets are regarded

as individual nodes without edges connecting them. The

matching list of associated tracklets are constructed by asso-

ciating a the pair (LA, LB), and repeated association yields

Figure 6. A tracklet association example during the execution

of the CIR association algorithm. Suppose tracklet B has the

max CIR with tracklet A. Due to size of tracklet B is smaller than

size of tracklet A, Tracklet A is assigned as tracklet B’s parent. We

repeat this process and group the tracklets as a tree.

a binary tree-like structure, where the root of the tree in-

dicates the vehicle ID of this association tree. This way,

the association tree is constructed by regarding tracklets and

their CIR similarity as nodes and edge weight. During tree

construction, we enforce that the size of parent node must

be larger or equal to the size of the children nodes. This

way an unique vehicle ID should be retained for each tree

throughout the whole iterative association process.

We iteratively compute the CIR score between every

tracklet and the tracklets of sizes smaller or equal to the

first one. Fig. 6 illustrate an example of the tracklet associ-

ation. In the association of tracklet A to its candidates, we

find that tracklet B contains larger CIR score with tracklet

A (where the score > threshold). Therefore, tracklet A is

assign as the parent node of tracklet B. By repeating this

process, we can cluster the same tracklets as a tree.

In contrast to a naive greedy best-first tracklet associa-

tion algorithm that only consider the association of the best

matching pair of tracklets, the proposed CIR tracklet asso-

ciation consider the matching of the whole matching list of

tracklets for optimization.

Avoid cyclic tracklet associations. Repeated tracklet

association following the above steps by associating track-

lets with best-first selection of CIR scores might results in

an unwanted case of cycle associations, where the resulting

vehicle ID of the associated set cannot be uniquely defined

and causing problematic MTMC results. To avoid such is-

sue, we enforce the following rules during the CIR associa-

tion steps to explicitly check and avoid cyclic associations.

1. When the size of the matching list of tracklet A is

larger than size of the matching list of tracklet B, we

assign tracklet B as the child node of tracklet A.

2. If the size of the matching list of tracklet A is equal to

size of the matching list of tracklet B, we check and

make sure tracklet B is not the ancestor of A. If track-



let B is indeed the ancestor of A, we assign tracklet B

to be the parent of tracklet A. Otherwise, we assign

tracklet A to be the parent of tracklet B.

The CIR association iteration terminations when all pair-

wise tracklet lists are examined. Afterwards, we assign the

vehicle ID of each tree root to all of its descent nodes. This

completes the CIR multi-camera vehicle tracking. Algo-

rithm 1 shows the detailed steps of the CIR vehicle tracklet

association algorithm in pseudo code.

Algorithm 1: CIR Tracklet Association

Input: tracklets T1, ..., TN , number of tracklets N

Output: tracklets after association T ′

1
, ..., T ′

N

for i=1 to N do
Calculate the pair-wise cosine similarity Si,j

Obtain Ti.L the matching list of Ti using Si,j

Ti.L := L

//initialize CIR threshold

Ti.max score := 0.33
for i=1 to N do

for j=1 to N do
if (i==j) or (Ti.camera == Tj .camera) or

(size(Ti) < size(Tj)) then
continue

score := CIR(Ti.L, Tj .L)
if size(Ti) == size(Tj) then

if is ancestor(Ti, Tj) then

if score > Ti.max score then
Ti.parent := Tj

Ti.max score := score
else

if score > Tj .max score then
Tj .parent := Ti

Tj .max score := score

else

if score > Tj .max score then
Tj .parent := Ti

Tj .max score := score

for i=1 to N do
T ′

i .id := Ti.root id

4. Experimental Results

Dataset. The AI City Challenge 2021 organization pro-

vides 3.58 hours of traffic videos collected from 46 highway

and street cameras spanning 16 intersections in a mid-sized

U.S. city. There are 58 videos recorded by multiple cam-

eras in the training and verification sets, and there are 6 test

videos. Baseline results include the detection, vehicle re-

identification, and single camera tracking results are also

provided.

Evaluation Metrics. Given the true-positive TPid,

false-positive FPid, and false-negative FNid of the de-

Method IDF1

Hungarian 60.22%

Tracklet Clustering 61.00%

TrackletNet Tracker 69.31%

Table 1. Comparison of a baseline Hungarian tracking and TNT

tracker on the challenge validation set.

filters IDF1

baseline 40.99%

speed 44.10%

speed + staytime 51.41%

speed + staytime + IOU 61%

Table 2. SCT Tracklet Filtering Results. The baseline denotes

the TNT tracking results with only the removal of overlapping

boxes.

tection and groundtruth vehicle IDs, multi-camera vehicle

tracking performance is evaluated using the F1 score of ve-

hicle identity (IDF1):

IDF1 =
2TPid

2TPid + FPid + FNid

. (7)

The proposed CIR MTMC tracking obtained IDF1 score

of 0.1343. It ranks the 18-th out of 20 total submissions

from participant teams on public leaderboard of this Track

3 Challenge.

4.1. Ablation Study on TNT for SCT

We provide performance evaluation of the TrackletNet

Tracker (TNT) in § 3.2 for single-camera tracking. Since

the AI City Challenge 2021 organization did not provide

the TNT tracking results on the challenge validation set, we

must train our own TNT model from scratch. We use ini-

tial learning of 0.001 for the TNT training. We gradually

reduce learning rate by ten times for every 2000 steps un-

til the learning rate reaches 0.00001 and we stop training at

that time.

We compare our trained TNT tracker with the baselines

of (1) Hungarian algorithm and (2) Tracklet Clustering on

the challenge validation set. Results are shown in Table 1.

The performance of TNT increases by 9% when compared

to the Hungarian algorithm.

4.2. Ablation Study on Post SCT Tracklet Filtering

Table 2 shows the experimental evaluations of the three

SCT tracklet filtering methods described in § 3.3. Signif-

icant performance improvements of almost 20% increase

of IDF1 score are obtained by incorporating all three fil-

ters. Despite their simplicity, empirical validations of these

three filters show that they can indeed address many com-



Figure 7. Vehicle Re-ID results. The query image in on the left

hand side. The top 50 gallery images that match the query image

are on the right hand side.

mon problems that can occur in the real-world setting for

MTMC vehicle tracking.

4.3. Ablation Study on Vehicle ReID

We evaluate the vehicle Re-ID performance using differ-

ent combination of backbone models. Results show that the

normalization design of IBN-Net described in § 3.4 brings

significant improvement.

Experimental settings. Input to the ablation study Re-

ID models are 224× 224 images. Data augmentation meth-

ods include random horizontal flip, padding, and random

erasing. During training, we use the aggregation of cross-

entropy loss and triplet loss. STD optimizer is used with

initial learning rate 0.01, momentum 0.9, and weight de-

cay 0.0005. In addition to the optimizer, we also use the

WarmupMultiStepLR as scheduler. In the first ten epochs,

we increase learning rate linearly from 0.001 to 0.01, which

can ease the initial training instability. In the 40-th epoch

and the 70-th epoch, we reduce the learning rate to 0.001
and 0.0001, respectively, which helps model convergence

in the later training stages. The training ends at 100 epochs.

Fig. 7 shows an example result of vehicle Re-ID. The

Re-ID model retains a strong discriminative features for ve-

hicles that may come from different camera with distinct

view points and viewing orientations.

Table 3 shows the ablation study results with vari-

ous combinations of backbone models. The combina-

tion of ResNet101 and IBN-Net-a performs the best

on the challenge validation set, with 30.49% mAP. The

IBN-Net-a better improves feature learning thanks to its

normalization design. It contributes about 10% of mAP per-

formance improvement.

4.4. Ablation Study on MTMC Tracking

We compare CIR tracklet association with a baseline

method based on simple matching with top-1 cosine sim-

ilarity. Table 4 shows the comparison results. Observe that

the IDF1 score increases by almost 2.5% in the proposed

CIR approach. The CIR improvement is mainly on the de-

creasing of false positives by almost 50% of the baseline.

Model mAP

ResNet50 + ibn-a 27.41%

ResNet50 + ibn-a + data aug. 27.2%

ResNet101 + ibn-a 29.09%

ResNet101 + ibn-a + data aug. 30.49%

Table 3. Re-identification mAP results on the challenge validation

set using various backbone models and data augmentation.

Method IDF1 IDTP IDFP IDFN

Top-1 32.65% 48718 64305 136709

CIR 35.13% 47094 35610 138333

Table 4. Comparison of CIR tracklet association against the top-1

baseline on the challenge validation set.

This is intuitive, as cosine similarity is not always suitable

to compare and rank visually similar vehicles that can ap-

pear in different viewing angles or orientations under dif-

ferent cameras. The proposed CIR metric can essentially

provide a more robust and “soft” ranking when evaluating

the merging of two set of candidate tracklets by considering

the whole matching list of tracklets. CIR can thus tolerate

misleading information from the cosine similarity to avoid

erroneous matching.

5. Conclusion

We presented a new robust multi-target, multi-camera

(MTMC) vehicle tracklet association method based on a

new Candidate Intersection Ratio (CIR) tracklet association

approach. The proposed CIR tracklet association algorithm

are capable to perform large-scale, off-line MTMC vehicle

tracking. Results are submitted to the AI City 2021 Chal-

lenge on Track 3 MTMC tracking contest, where scores are

compared against other participant teams on the 2021 chal-

lenge leaderboard. The three SCT tracklet filtering rules

based on vehicle tracklet speed, stay time, and IoU filtering

also large improve the MTMC IDF1 score. The CIR algo-

rithm performs tracklet association by considering all can-

didate tracklets on a tree-like hierarchical clustering data

structure. The robustness in such design can outperform

baseline association methods relying on merging tracklets

with top-1 similarities, while reducing false-positives and

false-negatives.

Future Works include the investigation of: (1) better ve-

hicle tracklet association metric that might outperform the

cosine similarity, (2) adopting the proposed method to han-

dle on-line streaming of multiple traffic videos, as well as

(3) performance optimization to run the pipeline on edge

devices and embedded platforms.
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